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This past weekend I found myself taking care of a small child. Most
children are small as babies, so his size wasn’t a total surprise. The one
TV channel that the baby found mildly interesting (or had the least urge to
cry at while watching) was running a marathon of all three Back To The
Future films. BTTF told the story of Marty McFly, a 35 year-old high school
student from the year 1985. The original movie was one of a host of such
pictures released during that era in which young people were shown
engaged in various activities. Hollywood has since realized that kids are
smarter than that. Teen wolves may have deep conversations with vampire
loving classmates, but they aren’t interested in playing basketball. So, in
the story, young McFly and his mentor Dr. Emmet Brown travel in a

DeLorean automobile with an internal time machine to the year 1955. Marty helps his parents get
together, thus ensuring his own future. Awww.  The film was a fun way of looking at the 50′s through
the prism of events moviegoers were familiar with in the 1980′s. BTTF made a boatload of money
and that led the studio to produce two sequels concurrently. Back To The Future II, released in the
fall of 1989, imagines soon to be 40-year old high schooler McFly travelling to 2015 in order to save
his children from ruin. As I watched the BTTF sequel for the first time in many years, I couldn’t help
but laugh at how wrong writer/director Robert Zemeckis and his partner Robert Gale predicted the
future. In Back To The Future II, which takes place just about five years from now, the vision of the
future is pretty quaint. Maybe it’s shortsightedness on the part of Zemeckis, or a prediction of retro-
fashion, but the future is just the 80′s redux. The self sizing clothes that characters sport is the same
oversized, chunky stuff I was wearing as an unhip high school sophomore. When Marty dons the
self-lacing Nike’s, all I could think about was how much I loved my puffy, orange and white Adidas
Run DMC kicks. Throughout the film, Marty wears the trusty mom jeans. The future looked baggy
from the vantage point of 1989. Many bloggers have commented before me on some of the mind
bogglingly dull “didn’t see that one coming” ideas in BTTF II. Newspapers are still huge in 2015.
This is a cinematic gimmick to illustrate the confusing nature of time travel. The middle-aged boy
traveller must turn to USA Today to see where he has landed. He also has to use a pay phone. The
last time I tried to use a pay phone was six years ago at some country gas station after my car
broke down. It was the middle of the night and a helpful guy in a pickup whispered out his window
“That phone don’t work boy…”.
The future turned out slightly weirder than Back To The Future II. We still haven’t got flying cars. The
Cubs still haven’t won the World Series in our lifetime. Lasik surgery is a reality, as is the
Jumbotron. Our president is an African-American and by 2015 may very well be a woman (not the
current President, although nobody could say they saw that coming). Michael Jackson may still be
dead in 2015, and more than likely so will Walt Disney and Ted Williams. Doc’s digital
camera/binocular device is now cumbersome and should contain a phone with thousands of
applications. Meanwhile, the Corning company has quietly ressurected a 1962 concept dubbed
“Gorilla Glass.” Virtually unbreakable, the revived technology may lead to frameless TV’s and
scratch resistant mobile devices. So, at least Star Trek IV’s concept of a super glass substance is
here in the future. I’m so glad the future didn’t turn out like Marty McFly’s life.
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